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Stability, functioning and vulnerability of peer-topeer systems, including DLT, blockchains and
decentralised marketplaces.
Impact on the standard banking system of new
players (BigTech firms, challenger banks).
Unintended
consequences
of
algorithmic
interaction (e.g., flash crashes caused by
automated high-frequency trading algorithms,
spread of misinformation fuelled by bot
ecosystems).
Algorithmic bias and its implications (e.g., in online
lending platforms)
Trust and reputation on decentralised platforms.
Pricing and valuation of nonstandard financial
assets and digital tokens.
Evolution and competition of new technologies and
innovations.
Collective phenomena and dynamics on
crowdfunding and peer-to-peer lending platforms.
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The concept of entropy is traditionally a quantity in physics
that has to do with temperature. However, it is now clear
that entropy is deeply related to information theory and
the process of inference. As such, entropic techniques have
found broad application in the sciences.
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